The SMARTBOARDS ARE HERE!!!

An Achievable Dream Academy
Ms. Veney - Grade 4 Math Lesson
Ms. Flucker- Grade 1 Math lesson
Ms. Raiford- Grade 1 Math Lesson
Mrs. Brown - Grade 4 Literacy lesson

Complete the Venn diagram.

Before

Grandfather and Thomas had a good life together. They played games.

- Shared pastimes

After

Thomas lost his room. She took his pets. Thomas was unhappy.

Aunt Linzy's Visit
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The Kid Who Could Play Tennis

As a boy, Arthur Ashe, Jr. loved tennis. He learned to play on the tennis court. One day, his father hit the ball with the racket and sent it back. Arthur began to play. His father taught him how to hit the ball and read the court. Soon, Arthur was playing tennis well.

Arthur lived near a large park in Richmond, Virginia. His father was the manager of the park. He taught him the game of tennis and how to play it well. Arthur was very good at tennis. He won several championships and became famous.

Arthur was selected to play at age eight. He won the game and became famous. He was the first African American to win a Wimbledon men's singles title. Arthur Ashe is remembered for his accomplishments and his contributions to society.
What FRACTION of the circle is PURPLE?
Mrs. Infanzon-Smith- Grade 1 Math Lesson
What FRACTION of the square is GREEN?
Thank you!

- The staff and students of An Achievable Dream Academy would like to thank you for all of the hard work it took to bring SMARTBOARDS into all of our classrooms. The smiles on the faces of the kids and the increased engagement in the classroom is priceless.